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In order to tackle high levels of income

the G20 Policy Priorities on Labour Income

inequality, reforms need to be created and
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implemented that tackle poor wage

Framework on Promoting Quality Jobs.
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an agreement to a range of vague policy
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Why so little action about income

growth, this may be a proposal that is

inequality?

difficult to sell to the public.

A Pew Research Center survey wrote that
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Although the issue of income inequality

market more needs to be done to decrease

has been the focus of a lot of media

the level of income inequality. It is an issue

attention, not enough has been done to

that demands leadership as well as a

address it. Within the 2015 G20 Summit,

significant commitment to impose often

the commitment to a 2% rise in global GDP

unpopular reforms, for the good of the

is a distraction from the real issue of

world economy.

unequal growth. Inequality of income
causes social and economic instability and
hampers growth further. Agreements to
measures within the G20 Policy Priorities
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Jobs must be written with concrete
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the G20 to increase the participation of
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